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- State enterprise for CCS
- Advisor to the Norwegian Ministry of Petroleum and Energy
- Leads and coordinates research and development in CLIMIT
- Tests technologies from around the world at TCM
- Tracks and coordinates the full-scale CCS value chain
Climate change divides the Alps down the middle
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Greens surge in Swiss elections as voters' climate concerns grow

Climate Change Divides Europe

Europe's East-West divide over climate policy

Climate policy is splitting the EU.

Forbes

Switzerland's Green party saw a surge in support, while the east saw a drop. The federal cabinet might keep the Greens out of his cabinet.
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The north will be hit the hardest in Switzerland.

The south will be hit the least in Switzerland.
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Europe's East-West divide over climate policy

There's growing pressure to save Europe, but not all EU countries are on board.
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A growing European imperative
The Full-scale CCS project in Norway

ccsnorway.com
Willingness among the Norwegian public to invest in CCS